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OCTOBER EDITORIAL
It is sometimes said clubs like the PCT should be “all about the cars”.
Fair enough. But this issue of Flat Chat is a bit more about the people.
Having established the first Porsche dealership in Tasmania and the Porsche Club of
Tasmania, John Pooley led our club for 15 years.
John has now relinquished the Club Presidency to Kevin Lyons (no newcomer to the Club
Executive) to concentrate on our motor sport activities.
On pages 12-14 you can see a few reminders of John’s amazing years as our Club
President.
We welcome Kevin and his lovely wife Mary as our new “First Couple”.
They have a reputation for hard work, diligence and business leadership in Tasmania and
have only recently retired from running an extremely successful enterprise.
John Davis, another former long serving Exco member of the PCT and a keen Porsche
and classic car owner (with former aerobatic pilot Sue at his side) , takes over from Kevin
as our new Vice President.
Our 2018 Annual General Meeting brought several other new and welcome faces into the
Club executive with the notable addition of three representatives from the ranks of our
northern members. Kerry Luck has been joined by Graeme Pitt and Peter Haworth.
Dimity White (whose driving bio includes Ferrari Testarossas , Turbo Porsches and Ultima GT’s) joins with husband Bob (another welcome Exco returnee) to manage our busy
calendar of events planning.
Colin Denny brings his professional accounting skills on board to manage our Club
Awards scoring, when not very active with maritime affairs or Porsche touring.
The remaining Exco members are all familiar faces.
This issue of Flat Chat also includes a “Meet The Member” contribution from a lady
whose skill and motoring enthusiasm is well known to our motor sport participants. Honni
Pitt owns and races a rare Porsche 914-6 with prize winning competence when not behind the wheel of a Lotus Exige or a very fast Mini.
We also welcome new members Ivan Poole and wife Jennie, recent “migrants” from
Queensland , with another “Meet the Member” contribution.
The PCT will have to do without the unstinting service of Rob Sheers (PCT member
No.2 ) as he is stepping back. Rob and John are the PCT’s only Honours recipients.
You will also find lots of “administrative news” in this issue (including updated Club Award
scores) but also some very nice bits about cars somewhere towards the end (!)
Enjoy the read.
Leon Joubert
Editor

joubertaus@gmail.com
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THE INSIDE LINE
This article provides Members with an insight as to some of the internal issues
dealt with by your Committee, over the past 3 months.
Committee Changes:
Our AGM was held in August and a new Committee was elected. Full details are provided
on page 3 of this publication. The major changes are:
Past President
John Pooley has stepped back from the front line after 15 years steering the PCT to its
pre-eminent position today.
John will remain on Committee as Motorsport Director, a position which he is eminently
qualified for.
A separate article covering JP’s long association with the Club, appears in this edition of
Flat Chat. On behalf of the Committee and all members, I extend a huge ‘thank you’ to
John for his tireless efforts in building the Club and also to his wife Libby for her unstinting
support, and I look forward to working with him and the new Committee over the coming
year.
Vice President
Club member and previous Vice President , Dr John Davis, was elected to this role.
Secretary
Life Member and Flat Chat Editor , Leon Joubert, has stepped into this role.
Treasurer
Long term Treasurer Keith Ridgers will remain in his present role, given his changed personal circumstances.
Other Appointments
A most welcome addition is the nomination of two more Executive Committee Members
from the North, being Peter Haworth and Graeme Pitt, to support ongoing Northern representative, Kerry Luck, in servicing the needs of our growing northern membership base.
Bob White, former Events Director of the Club returns to this role but this time officially
joined by his wife Dimity.
Retired accountant and well-known mariner Colin Denny also joins our new Committee to
look after our revised and updated Club Awards systems.
It is a powerful team from a very wide range of interests of our members and I am looking
forward to an exciting and successful year working with all.
Continued...
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Foundation Club Member and PCT Honours recipient , Rob Sheers, has stepped down
from Committee to make room for some “new blood”.
Thanks Rob for your work over the years.
Other existing Committee members have re-nominated and I extend a warm welcome to
them as together we continue to drive this Club for the benefit of our members and all
things Porsche.
General Interest:
Accounting records .
We have now migrated our financial records from manual accounting to an electronic,
cloud based accounting system. Most payments may now be made via EFT, with all receipts including membership and event participation payments, being by direct credit to
our account.
Note: From hereon, when paying dues / accounts to the Club, on the EFT please include
your name and Membership Number for ID purposes. Our bank details will be provided
on any request for payment.
Club Membership & Points Awards:
A review has been conducted to align our Membership definitions more closely with other
Porsche and CAMS affiliated Clubs.
In conducting the review it was apparent that all Clubs have slightly differing rules designed to suit their particular local circumstances.
The PCT has produced a document outlining a few changes to our Membership and
Awards and it is re-produced in page 8 of this issue of Flat Chat. Members are welcome
to comment on the document and it should be finalised at the next Executive meeting.
Enjoy your Porsches.

Kevin Lyons
President
Porsche Club of Tasmania
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Events Calendar 2018
October:
Sunday 7th – Southern Drive Day
Saturday 13th – Porsche 70th Display/Baskerville/Dinner - The Lounge Frogmore Restaurant, Macq01
Sunday 21st – Northern Drive – Meet opposite Cuccina Café
November:
Sunday 4th – Southern Drive Day
Sunday 11th – PCT Hillclimb – Baskerville (Tasmanian Hillclimb Series)
Sunday 18th – Effervescence Lunch – Josef Chromy (not a PCT event)
Sunday 18th – Northern Drive – Meet opposite Cuccina Café
December:
Sunday 9th – Christmas Lunch, venue TBA. SAVE THE DATE!!!
Note from Event Directors - Social:
Hi PCT Members
Having just taken on this role we’ve had to immediately focus on the Porsche 70 th Anniversary celebrations, which are now well advanced.
Due to us being out of the country, we have not had time to provide you with a detailed
program of events in time for this edition of Flat Chat, but will have a full calendar ready
for the next edition.
We are both looking forward to the challenges of this role and aim to ensure all PCT
members have the opportunity to use their Porsche’s in company with likeminded Porsche enthusiasts.
If any members have any feedback or suggestions for events, please don’t hesitate to
contact us.
Bob and Dimity White
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Club Award Points to September 2018
SOUTHERN
KOVACIC
FORBES
JOUBERT
LYONS
RIDGERS
POOLEY
DENNY
SHEERS
McGREGOR
TUCKER
HAND
WHITE
JUBB
WHITE
FOXTON
SMART
SHEARER
DAVIS
BALLARD
BURGHART
BERRY
MOODY
STOVE
WHITE
MEZZATESTA
POWE
CATCHPOLE
HOBDEN
PRITCHARD
BEHRAKIS
BEHRAKIS
CANNAN
GEORGE

Todd
Andrew
Leon
Kevin
Keith
John
Colin
Rob
Chris
Paul
Joe
Bob
Paul
Dimity
Adam
Bruce
Brian
John
Mark
Yogi
Paul
Milton
Keith
Farrell
Frank
Michael
David
Michael
Michael
Dennis
Hristo
Gary
Kathy

NORTHERN
210
170
160
125
125
120
110
105
95
80
70
70
65
65
60
60
55
50
35
35
30
30
30
30
25
25
20
20
15
10
10
10
10

HAWORTH
JOHNSTONE
ALLISON
LUCK
PARSONS
PITT
ZEUSCHNER
ZEUSCHNER
BOWEN
FRITH
OLIVER
SMITH
VERDEGAAL
BOOTH
BRUNACCI
BUCKNELL
FROUDE
NORTON
NUNN
SPINKS
BIRRELL
McCAFFERTY
WELSH

Peter
Keith
Bruce
Kerry
Phil
Graeme
Greg
Michael
Mathew
Philip
Tony
Scott
John A
D Charles
Jennifer
Sam
Simon
Ralph
Pete
Anthony
Jack
Phil
Stephen

CLUB CHAMPION
170
145
125
100
95
70
60
60
55
40
40
35
35
30
30
30
30
30
25
20
10
10
10

NUNN
POOLEY
PRITCHARD
SMITH
ALLISON
BOWEN
JOHNSTONE
PARSONS
PITT
RIDGERS
POWE
FORBES
JUBB
KOVACIC
LUCK
MEZZATESTA
SHEARER
HAWORTH
WHITE

Peter
John
Michael
Scott
Bruce
Matt
Keith
Phil
Graham
Keith
Michael
Andrew
Paul
Todd
Kerry
Frank
Brian
Peter
Bob

20
20
20
20
18
15
15
15
15
15
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5

Compiled by Colin Denny

Event organisers are reminded that it is part of their responsibilities to advise the Club
Award Scorer (Colin Denny) of the names of members who attended, participated or assited with the organisation of Club events.
Details of the points scoring system for PCT Club Awards are published on the next page
and have recently been revised and updated by the Club Executive Committee.
The Motorsport Director (John Pooley) will also record the participation of PCT members
in sporting events organised by other clubs, but in which members competed as PCT representatives, for the purposes of Club awards.
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Porsche Club of Tasmania Club Award Scoring
Event Type
Competing in a PCT
event
(Note that all competitors must have full
membership to obtain
these points).

Examples
Events vary in length but
all will attract the same
Club Award points unless
otherwise advised.

Points
15 pts - full participation
10 pts- half day attendance
5 pts - attending, not competing

Organising or running
a major event
(without a Flat Chat
report)

Major events that last a full
day and take considerable
time to set up

Organising or running
a minor event
(without a Flat Chat
report)

Smaller events such as a
BBQ or social drive that
may only go for a few
hours

Assisting with running
an event

Assistance either prior,
during or after the event

15 points

Committee meetings &
club room gettogethers

Open to all members

5 points

Editorial work, submitting articles more than
250 words or photographs for Flat Chat

Editorial Work
First article
Second article
Third article
More than 3 photos
Input from President, VP
and editor

Competitor Award
(Club Champion)

Placegetters based on
CLASS

30 points

20 points

30 Points
10 points
15 points
10 points
10 points
Nil points
1st place 15 points
2nd place 10 points
3rd place 5 points

Placegetters based on entire FIELD

1st place 5 points
2nd place 3 points
3rd place 1 points

Competitive event organisers who are unable to compete

5 points
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PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL REPORT
Porsche Club of Tasmania
2018 Annual General Meeting, Swansea, Tasmania, 26 August 2018.,
Well , an era comes to an end for me and our Porsche Club in Tasmania .
I am stepping down as President after 15 rewarding years leading a team of passionate
Porsche owners that just love their cars and the fellowship of one another.
A new chapter commences today for the Club and I am confident that Kevin Lyons, President elect, is ready to inject new youth , passion and expertise into the Club and to lead a
strong team for the enjoyment of all Members now and in the future.
We will miss Rob Sheers on Committee , who with me , and others, started the Club back
in 2003.
Rob has not put up for Committee again and will remain a member.
Rob, thank you for your service to the members and Club for such a long time , you have
helped mould the Club systems and always been there to assist and organise events in a
very professional way. We all look forward to seeing you and your immaculate 911 SC
again soon so we can continue the friendship formed with you.
Our membership has grown to over 90 and at the present rate will reach 100 in the next
12 months. The focus of Committee is the membership and the success of the Club must
include great and varied events, both social and competitive, after all we are a sports car
club and I am pleased to advise that the Events Management have been split into two ,
Social and Motor Sport. so as to provide more events in these areas.
The Committee has been enlarged to cater for this and I am thrilled that we will have 3
new members nominating for Committee- for the first time - from the northern part of our
state, where we now have 36 of our 92 state wide members
I look forward to joining with Porsche Centre Hobart to celebrating Porsche’s 70th birthday with a display of 70 Porsches , a photo shoot at Baskerville and a dinner, all planned
for 13th October 2018.
I leave the top job with the Club in a strong financial position, a growing membership , an
enthusiastic managing committee and a very bright future.
Thank you all so much for the journey.
John Pooley
PCT President. 2017/18.
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COVER STORY
THANK YOU MR PRESIDENT
Our cover photograph reflects what , I think, all current and past members of the Porsche
Club of Tasmania and anyone who has had dealings with the club since its founding in
2003, would like to say to John Pooley.
John Pooley’s love of Porsche, the cars and the company culture, date back to long before the founding of the PCT.
John and his father Dennis established the first (and to date only) Porsche dealership in
Tasmania under the Performance Automobiles banner as early as 1970. It was, after Veloce Motors in Sydney, only the second Porsche dealership to be established in Australia.
Being a keen motor sport enthusiast and competitor since his youth, John and Porsche
quickly became synonymous with racing and rallying in Tasmania.
If it had wheels John would probably always be happy to have a go with whatever was
available and he built his first VW-engine Pooley Mk 1 sports car (see the photo on the
next page) himself. He even has that parallel with the very origins of Porsche.
Through his involvement with Tasmanian motor sport and as the local Porsche agent,
John became instrumental in regularly attracting Porsche’s participation in Targa Tasmania , often with extremely rare and unique cars from the Porsche museum.
The Targa link evolved into a lifelong friendship between John and the (then) Curator of
the Porsche Museum, Klaus Bischof, who is now an Honorary Life Member of the PCT.
The idea of a Tasmanian Porsche Club probably had to wait until there were sufficient
numbers of Porsche owners and enthusiasts in Tasmania to ensure its survival and
growth. But the fact that the club can now boast almost 100 enthusiastic members is
abundant evidence of John’s devoted leadership of the last 15 years.
We do not have the precise dates when the first membership subscriptions were issued
in 2003 but among the first half-dozen very early members (John Pooley was, and still is
Member No.1) there were Andrew Forbes, Rob Sheers, Keith Ridgers and Joe Hand who
are still very active in the club to this day..
Now, after 15-years of establishing and leading the Porsche Club of Tasmania, John
Pooley has decided to take a break from the commitments of the top job and hand over to
Kevin Lyons who is a well experienced past Secretary and Vice-President of the PCT.
John will continue with his great love of motor sport as our Motor Sport Director but one
assumes that he and his lovely wife Libby will have just a bit more time to spend at their
holiday home and with their children and grandchildren. (While John Is not busy expanding his winery, heritage accommodation, and a myriad other activities).
Thank you, Mr President.
Enjoy that glass of award winning Pooley’s wine. You certainly deserved it.
LJ

COVER STORY
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NEW MEMBERS
The Club extends a very warm welcome to the following new members.
Ian Lee

South Launceston

Porsche 911 GT3

Dennis and Maria Behrakis Sandy Bay

Porsche 911 GT3

Hristo Behrakis

Sandy Bay

Porsche 911 Carrera

Michael and Susan Powe

West Hobart

Porsche 911 Carerra

Cameron and Liz Morrisby

Lindisfarne

Porsche 911 Carerra

Martin and Leanne Laverack Newnham

Porsche Boxster

As of 30 September 2018 total membership was 94 members.

(There is nothing in the constitution of the Porsche Club of Tasmania that requires
members or prospective members to own a Porsche car. Enthusiasts and friends of
the Porsche brand are equally welcome.).

ADVERTISE IN

FLAT CHAT

AND REACH THE RIGHT MARKET !

ADVERTISING RATES
For supplied “ready to print” ads

HALF PAGE for a year (four issues) $120
FULL PAGE for a year (four issues) $240
Advertisements can be accepted for shorter periods at prorata rates.
Advertisements by members for Club related items are free.
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MEET THE MEMBER

HONNI PITT

Name: Honni Pitt
Nickname (If any): Hon
I Arrived on this Earth:
2nd October 1974, Launceston
Early Years:
I attended Larmenier Primary school and then Launceston Church Grammar School for
years 7 to 12.
My dad says I always loved cars
and racing. My dad used to participate in dirt road rallying with
his brother so it wasn’t unusual
for my mum brother and I to be
standing around in the bush at
night waiting for dad to fly past ,
(That’s me in the red coat –
safety has come a long way
since the 70’s!)
When I was young I had ambitions of racing gokarts (I’m six in the photo left, not quite old
enough to race go-karts yet).
Unfortunately racing wasn’t something I was
able to pursue but I was lucky enough to follow
another passion for horse riding during high
school, competing in eventing, show jumping
and dressage.
Later Years:
I studied a Bachelor of Commerce at UTAS, majoring in
accounting and subsequently
obtained my accreditation as
a CA (Chartered accountant).
I have also completed a post
graduate degree in Applied
Finance.

Currently I am the Financial Controller for Bank of Us (previously B&E).
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MEET THE MEMBER

Honni Pitt

My passion is car racing and I am fortunate enough that it is a family affair.
My partner, Brett O’Shea, is a regular participant in car racing as is my dad, Graeme Pitt.
My father-in-law, Laurie O’Shea, was a very accomplished motorcycle rider (inducted into
the Tasmanian Motorsport Hall of Fame a number of years ago).
My mum Sherryl is a great supporter and along with
my two step-kids they regularly attend events to
watch Brett, Graeme and myself compete.
I have competed in 8 Targa Tasmania’s as a navigator, 6 with my dad, 1 with Brett and the other as part
of an all-girl team with Luana Garwood, plus multiple
other Targa events including Wrest Point and High
Country with Brett and my dad and other drivers.
I am a regular competitor at the Baskerville Historics and I also compete in club days with
my Porsche 914-6.
I have won the Light Car Club group C championship twice and placed third one year only
marginally behind my dad who placed second.

I hope to be successful in the championship again this year although the class
has been extended to included much
higher power vehicles than my own, so I’ll
just have to be braver and go harder!

Brett and I also love watching car racing
and have made the pilgrimage to Bathurst
many times to camp on top of Mount Panorama to watch the Supercars with friends
and family. I highly recommend it to anyone, it is an amazing experience.

MEET THE MEMBER
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My partner, Brett, is a mechanic by trade (as too is my
dad), so I’m fortunate that Brett can, and does, do most
of the work on all our cars. He is very handy to have at
a race meet should anything go wrong.
He is definitely the one to credit for my Porsche 914-6.
It looks and drives very different to the car I purchased.
Brett and I spend many hours together in the shed
working on cars (he much more than I). Brett is also a
very skilled driver and provides me with a tremendous
amount of support, guidance and encouragement/
Sometimes he just tells me to “push the throttle harder
and brake later!” (Simple but true!)
My First Car (s):
I purchased my first car with the help of my parents at 17. It was a 1980 Toyota Corolla
Coupe, she was lowered with mags, and I drove her as fast as I could everywhere!
My Later Cars:
After my Toyota well and truly passed her used by date I purchased a Honda civic, followed by a Holden Astra, Audi A4 and a Mini Cooper S.
At present I drive a 2013 Limited edition Mini
Cooper S JCW GP, one of 2000 produced.
When released it was the fastest mini ever made
and is effectively a track car modified slightly for
the road.
I love this car.

I also own a 1971 Porsche
914-6 which is my current
track car but is also road
registered.
The Porsche has been a labour of love. The Porsche
and I will appear in a photography book by Philip Kuruvita later this year when
released called “Behind the
Garage Door”.
It would be a great book for anyone who has a love of cars. My dad also appears in the
book with his Porsche.

MEET THE MEMBER
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Honni Pitt
I very recently purchased a 2013
Lotus Exige S, it is another race
car and I can’t wait to drive it on
the track.
To say I love my cars would be an
understatement.
I also like to name all mine and
Brett’s cars.
My Current Main Activities/
Interests: Family, work and car racing.
Brett and I recently bought a small business, Launceston Towing, which consumes a lot
of Brett’s time and a fair share of mine.
We would like to spend more time racing our cars than we do but we are (like many) limited by time and budget.
Me and the PCT: Unfortunately I haven’t been very involved in the club recently, limited
time due to my other activities – family, work and a small business.
My Pet Loves and Hates:
In addition to car racing I love Brett, Thai green curry and running.
I hate when people drive in the right hand lane when not overtaking (huge daily frustration
for me!). I also hate it when a large car (normally an SUV, 4WD etc.) parks next to my
mini at the supermarket, especially since I park all the way down the back to avoid anyone parking near me.
What Would I Do If I Was President Of The PCT:
I think I would include a few events directed towards car racing and timed speed events.
It would be great to include on the calendar a few club speed/racing events utilising both
Baskerville and Symmons, similar to those held by the MGCC and LCCT (timed speed
laps) to enable those with a passion for racing to be more involved either in their Porsche
or another car.
What Would I Do If I Was The President Of Porsche! :
I don’t think there is anything I would change but as President of Porsche.
I would negotiate a Porsche of my choice, updated annually of course !

Honni Pitt

MEET THE MEMBER
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IVAN POOLE
Name:

Ivan Poole

Nickname (If any): Nil
I Arrived on this Earth:. 8 December 1942, Invercargill NZ
Early Years:
Was never much good at contact sports - had what could be
described as a good public school education, qualified as a
lawyer at 22 from the University of Otago, NZ - thought I was
“God’s gift” to the legal profession - soon got that knocked
out of me.
I have always been interested in anything mechanical - wanted to be a motor mechanic best I did not, as I can hardly screw a bolt on straight but have always very keen on cars,
boats and motorbikes.
I had the advantage of growing up in a town of 12,000 people. When I went to get my
driver’s licence at 15 the traffic officer said to my father who had brought me in - “don’t
bother with the test I have seen Ivan driving around the streets for the last few years” - I
merely signed the form, paid the money and that was that. One year later - truck licence
- exactly the same as I used to work for a furniture carrier some weekends, which often
meant driving the truck either full or empty around the streets. No such easy way to do
things these days.
Later Years:
Married (2) - Jennie and I met as singles in 1990 - married 1991 - we have 5 children - 3
boys 2 girls from 50 to 42.
Had an interesting professional life being a partner in NZ in Levin at age 26 - at 32 left to
become Senior Crown Counsel Hong Kong. Stopped at the Gold Coast in 1980 - I had
been here a number of times where I knew a few lawyers and became an instant partner
at 37 and did not return to Hong Kong. Have specialised in Intellectual Property and
Franchising - retired 2000. Back to own firm 2002. Looking now to fully retire very soon.
Have been fortunate to have travelled quite extensively - Jennie and I try to fit in a decent
trip overseas - 6 weeks or so - every year - keen on cruising - been on over 20 to many
parts of the world.
My First Car (s):
For me motorbikes came before cars.
Dad raced an old stripped down beach racer - he was 22 years junior to Burt Munro - the
World’s Fastest Indian - who was his mentor and whom I met but cannot remember - and
used to race at Oreti Beach outside Invercargill. Dad also drove a Ford V8 coupe 1938
or similar - on dirt tracks and beaches.

MEET THE MEMBER
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I had a BSA Bantam when I was 5 - progressed to other bikes ending up with my first 2
years at University on a Matchless single cylinder 500 - 1950
First car 1956 Vauxhall Velox - nothing to stop you going sideways on ice or gravel roads
in those years. My Dad had lots of old cars - particularly Fords - from what I remember a
Y (about 1932 or 34) a Ford “Popular” , Consul (2), Zephyr (2).
I was used to driving cars - I remember at about age 8 my father drove for Red Band
Taxis in Invercargill, NZ part time - he was a shunter on the Railway - and to make ends
meet did this. I used to sit on his knee and steer a Wolseley 6/80 taxi he drove from Invercargill to our home. I would fiddle around in the taxi workshop in Invercargill and
eventually had a job for 2/- shillings a day when I was about 10 - 1952 - pouring petrol
from an old fashioned Shell pump.
I am sure that people of my age have many stories which bore most people to tears (or
drink) about their younger years working hard in market gardens, on farms, freezing
works, sharing etc - most New Zealand stories end up having “a sheep” somewhere.
My Later Cars:
I wanted a Jaguar - like Dad’s friend who owned a garage - that’s what kept me going
through university - I moved on from the Velox to a Ford Zephyr Mark III and then in 1968
I bought a 1964 Mark II 3.4 Jaguar, manual, brown with red upholstery. I had that for
about 4 years - then - why do we do these things to ourselves - sold it and bought a second hand Triumph 2000 - 2 years with that and then 2 years each in Series 1 and Series
2 Rover V8s. Then a Daimler Sovereign and had a TR6 as well - at the same time - and
then off to Hong Kong.
In Hong Kong I had a Mazda RX3 or something similar
- early version - no one had a good car - and one day I
was looking in the South China Morning Post and saw
a Porsche for sale - I had no idea really what that was
but went to have a look - purchased a 911S Sportomatic 2.7 Targa 8000 miles, silver, black upholstery bought that to Australia in 1980 - had it for a year or so
- it did give a lot of problems .
Sold it to buy a family car - Falcon wagon, then
Commodore wagon, then Toyota 18SE - all in a
matter of a year or so - then Pajero and a few
other cars until in 1984 a client told me that he
was selling his 1978 SC with a 3.2 motor (?)
and a few other bits and pieces - bought that
from him - it was red and went very well - had it
for 8 years.
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Ivan Poole
Late 1980s were my “USA years”.
Bought a 1967 Pontiac GTO convertible - 6.5 litre - restored that and
sold to Fosters Brewing as a trophy
car and a prize. Oldsmobile Cutlass convertible - similar - made no
money from these but it was interesting and frustrating. The GTO
was particularly light in the rear and
great for traffic light burn outs.

About mid 1992 / 93 sold the SC - had a Nissan 200 SX for a few months, then a hot
RX7, BMW M3 and BMW 535. None of these really appealed except for the M3 which
was fun. In 1996 I purchased a white 3.2 - had that for about 5 years and it was a great
car. Then in 2002 sold that to buy a BMW which was a great car.
Then 2005 bought sight unseen in Sydney a 1995 993 Carrera 2 with 100,000 kms - midnight blue / black interior. When it arrived it looked in the words of Robin Day who looked
after our cars for all of his time on the Gold Coast (we were very sorry to see him go) - as
if every speed bump and every car park in Sydney had been hit by the one lady owner
driver, but nothing that couldn’t be fixed up - spent a bit of money on it - put lots of bits
and pieces in it and it really looked great and went well.
Sounded good with a Dansk exhaust and tricked up inside with a few pieces from Design
911 - Fab Speed and so on.
Sold that in 1999 for what seemed a good price - $72,000.00 to buy a 996 C4 manual ex
Melbourne - bought it from a dealer in Spring Hill, Brisbane - had that for 6 years from
52,000 to 120,000 - no problems - always looked good. October 2015 I thought I would
sell it. Put it on Car Sales - gone in 24 hours - to Adelaide - must have been too cheap.
Then bought an Audi RS5 V8 over the phone from a dealer in Sydney - Christmas 2015 had that for 18 months - found it quick, noisy but bulky.
Trip to Gold Coast Porsche one day June 2017
after an absence of 2 years or so ended up in a
“wallet over brain” situation and drove out 13
July 2017 in a brand new GT silver Carrera with
PDK and lots of extras - price to match. Still enjoying that although I’ve only done 8,000 kms.
.
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Ivan Poole
My Current Main Activities/Interests:
Law to a degree but becoming a bit stale after 53
years.
Travel - boats and cars of course - had ski racing
boats and also towards the last 15 years a 42 foot
flybridge cruiser - now sold - but may replace.
Surfing the net to see what is on sale - distance has never been a problem for me - e.g. I
bought a motorhome in Darwin a few years ago sight unseen - approximately 6 or 7 cars
from Sydney or Melbourne with a phone call sight unseen and either picked them up or
had them delivered. A few stories out of those, but always on the lookout for something.
Typically in 1996 on a Saturday from the
Melbourne Age bought a 944. Had it
checked and freighted up to a local
shopping centre where Jennie was told
to go and wait to meet a friend - the
friend had already rung up mentioning
coffee - but what arrived instead was a
black 944 on the back of a truck as a
gift. We then had the 944 and white SC
for about 5 years - the garage looked
quite good - particularly with the Harley.
Had Harleys for 10 years from age
50 to 60 - thoroughly enjoyed that customised a few - gave them up
because of idiots on the road bought new Harley in 1996 - first
two were second hand - and the
new Harley was severely customised - Jennie’s paint design, my
parts - see picture. Rode this one
1000 kms in one day in 1996 from
Gold Coast to Emerald with a few
mates - to run it in. Must have
been crazy .
Wife and family - none of this is in any particular order - added the last sentence as a disclaimer in case this becomes misinterpreted or Jennie reads it.
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Ivan Poole
Me and the PCT :
I have been involved with the Porsche Car Club in Queensland for approximately 30
years - never done anything much other than the social drives which I enjoyed. A little
bit of tuition - skid pan circuits at Mt Cotton and so on - really enjoyed that - together with
a number of grass and car park gymkhanas etc.
I hope that I will be down in Tasmania for at least 6 months of the year from around
Christmas this year - Jennie and I will then decide what car we have.
Built a property at Verona Sands over a period of 18 months - finally finished late November 2017. We both love it - a spectacular quiet place to be. At the moment I go backwards and forwards though Jennie was there from November to April 2018 inclusive. We
are going back for a couple of weeks of winter - we will have had this by the time this
magazine is published.
.My

Pet Loves and Hates:

I think I have covered all that above.
I like to believe that I don’t hate or dislike anything too much
I do like a bit of rock and roll and basically most German cars. Jennie has had a selection of Audis (3), Mercedes (4) and a Porsche 944 - the Mercedes Benz has been the flavour for the last 15 years or so but she now has her eyes on a 917 Boxster for Tasmania .
What Would I Do If I Was President Of The PCT:
I doubt that that is likely to happen but I would find it a challenge and a lot to learn - I do
like “organising” - perhaps should not have put that in .
What Would I Do If I Was The President Of Porsche!
Probably slow down the move to electric cars though it seems that the steps that Porsche
have taken over the last 30 years or so when there have been crisis and market movements have been all successful to keep the brand going and they have made a success
of each and all of their models
PS - after all of the above and having drafted this a few times I wonder if it all makes
sense - no wonder my wife says “it’s a wonder you have any clients you are so stupid
(meaning hopefully nice stupid / silly / humorous !!!) - hoping to have lots of fun with the
Club in Tasmania.
PPS - sorry if this sounds “all about me” but the heading did say “Meet the Member” perhaps it should have said “Read and then Forget the Member” !!!

Ivan Poole
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HOME HILL DRIVE DAY AND LUNCH
22nd July 2018

Report and photos by Bruce Smart

A total of 21 members, partners and friends turned out for our annual drive to the Home
Hill Winery at Ranelagh in the Huon Valley. Our departure point was the Retro Cafe in
Salamanca Place, where hot coffees were enjoyed in crisp surroundings under the glorious winter sun. The fine weather brought out the best of our two-seaters, compared to
last years wet event which saw several large four-seater versions.
In a departure from normal procedures, several different routes were used by participants
in the Channel and Huon Valley drive. Some chose a direct highway route, others via the
Oyster Cove targa stage, and a more adventurous group going the long way round on the
Channel Highway via Verona Sands and through Cygnet.
The fine weather also brought out several editions of "The Peloton", obviously channelling the currently-in-progress Tour de France. With mutual respect, we passed them without incident. Until we got to Gordon, that is, where the self-appointed Mayor of Gordon, a
huge black dog, suddenly appeared and tried to claim the road in front of us. He survived
untouched.
As with many club gettogethers, there were several
participants who had never
met before. We all became
acquainted over a lovely
lunch, and some nice beers
and wines.
The dilemma facing everyone
was where to look during our
lunch. The country scenery
around the winery is stunning,
but so too was the Posse of
Porsches parked on the restaurant lawns. A wonderful
sight.

Participants were Todd Kovacic,
Bruce Smart, Paul & Karen Jubb,
Frank Mezzatesta, Yogi Burghart,
John & Sue Davis with their guest
Sue Sluce, Keith & Judy Stove,
Ivan & Jenni Poole, Marcus & Allison Skinner, John & Nikki Elkerton, Mark & Robin Ballard, and
Mick & Gill Arnold.
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Porsches (and alpacas) in the Huon
Valley, Tasmania.
And the wine is very good too.

Photos:
Bruce Smart.
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NORTHERN EARLY MORNING RUNS
August 19 EMR

Report by Bruce Allison

The PCT August Northern
Run was held in bright
sunny conditions, lucky for
us the forecast 9.00am
shower came through an
hour earlier so we were to
drive on drying to dry
roads.
The start venue was Central Launceston with a simple no hold ups progression on to the Southern
Outlet, the car park did
have a few potholes hiding
in the puddles though !
The route was a loop around the Carrick, Bishopsbourne, Blackwood Creek area culminating at JJ’s Bakery Longford approx. 80 kilometres and around an hour in duration including wait stops and an overshoot.
The road from Carrick through Bishopsbourne is mainly straight, verging on boring ,Simon tells he suspected a few plugs fouling in the RSR , but once it passes the
Bracknell turn off gets a little more interesting with some tighter corners and a few blind
crests, one of which caught me by surprise with the left hand turn into Blackwood Creek
Road being overshot.
It was rather embarrassing having to lead 10 cars to a suitable drive way in which to
make a three point turn (some more ! ) and watching their faces coming toward me ,
some amused ,some bewildered and a few wondering what type of award to give me at
the Longford destination , goes without saying !
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Back onto Blackwood Creek Road, which is a nice flowing and undulating road with a few
sharp corners thrown in for good measure, it’s easy to see how it served as a stage in
Targa Tasmania several times.
Very pretty countryside with massive water dam storages on either side of the road as a
reminder to stay on the straight and narrow.
Then a left onto Saundridge Road , a ripper piece of tarmac allowing the cars to stretch
their legs ,it runs into the back of Cressy ,the self promoted fishing gateway to the
Great Lakes system above in the Central Highlands .
Continuing onto Longford and our venue, JJ’s Café, an award winning patisserie / bakery
where we partook of morning tea and departed around 11.30.
It is worthy of note that we had two new members, Anthony Spinks and Pino Tedeschi
along and with Ian Lee signing up on the Friday prior , and guests the Laverack’s membership in the wings brings a total of four new members in 3 months which will
help keep the Northern branch fresh with new enthusiasm.
In all , eleven cars and 18 people attended ,they were :
Michael, Greg, and
Simon Froude
Porsche RSR
Jane Zeuschener
Porsche 996
Phil Parsons
Porsche Cayman
Jennifer Brunacci
Porsche Cayman S
Anthony Spinks
Porsche Cayman S
Bruce Allison
Porsche 911E
Ian and son Jasper Lee
Porsche 997 GT3
Peter and Dianne Haworth
Porsche Boxster
Mathew and Tammy Bowen
Porsche 928
Pino and daughter Ella Tedeschi
Porsche 997 Turbo
Martin and Leanne Laverack
Porsche 996 (Guest drive)
______
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A CASUAL WINTER DRIVE TO LUNCH
PCT Drive, 1 July 2018

By Colin Denny

Cold winter mornings in Hobart frequently herald bright sunny days. That was the case
when more than twenty members in fifteen cars gathered at the Seagrass Long Point Car
Park on the first Sunday in July for a drive to lunch at Peppermint Bay. Southerners welcomed Charles and Lucinda Booth who made a special trip from the North for the event.
Prior to the drive everyone had the opportunity to wander through the nearby display of
classic cars at Beach House. Then, at the appointed hour, Farrell White in a Carrera S
led the Porsche Convoy north on Sandy Bay Road towards Huon Road. It was an impressive sight as the cars turned into Davey Street and ascended the road to Fern Tree
where the corners were damp and slippery from the early frost.

As the convoy re-grouped outside the Longley International Hotel, we were joined out of
the blue by a stray Porsche, driven by non-member Andy Van Emmerik. Later, in Woodbridge he was welcomed to lunch and given a membership application by Jo Hand! From
Longley the route wound its way uphill to join the Huon Highway at Vinces Saddle where
heavy traffic into Huonville restricted the speed until the road cleared again on the Channel Highway to Cygnet and beyond.
Bob White had been unable to start his Porsche 930 that morning so, much to Dimity’s
dismay, he rolled out his Ultima GTR for the run (the Ultima does owe something to Porsche ― the gearbox!). On the Channel Highway Bob moved rapidly up the convoy until
we all turned left onto the C626 for the challenging 18km road east to Oyster Cove. Finally, a short drive south took us to Woodbridge.
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Stunning views of the Channel opened out from the Peppermint Bay Restaurant where
an excellent lunch was served. We had enjoyed the drive in convoy on good roads but
following the convivial meal we all dispersed and went our separate ways home.
Participants were fortunate to be able to view Vice-President Kevin Lyons’s new 911 GT3
during the event. In addition, Kevin must be applauded for his emails that drew members
together for one of the most successful drive gatherings in the South.

Good food, good company
and pleasant surroundings at
Peppermint Bay.

Discussing what they would do if
they were Chairman of Porsche AG.
Michael Hobden, Kevin Lyons, John
Davis and Joe Hand.
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While most members stayed true to the brand others displayed a complete lack of respect and arrived with the most unbelievable, unacceptable, deviant bits of motoring…

All photos courtesy of Bruce Smart and Colin Denny.
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PCT ECONOMY RUN AND AGM
26 August 2018
The Annual General Meeting and traditional economy run from Campbell Town to Swanswe drew a very good attendance this year, with the main surprise being that Rob Sheers
did not win the economy run, mainly because he did not participate in it.
Instead John Pooley took the doubtful honours - using Libby’s Macan Diesel to ensure
that (as usual) the event organiser also won it!
Herewith the results :
Total

Fuel

Litres/

Name

Car

Kms

Kev Lyons

GT3

69.0

7.90

11.45

Bob White

Ultima

69.0

8.22

11.91

Kerry Luck

GT3RS

69.0

8.41

12.19

Graham Pitt

911 SC

69.0

5.59

8.10

K Ridges

993S

69.0

7.36

10.67

Paul Jubb

996Turbo

69.0

7.96

11.54

Matt Bowen

928S

69.0

6.10

8.84

Phil Parsons

Cayman

69.0

5.61

8.13

Bruce Allison

BMW X3

69.0

2.58

3.74

Peter Haworth 996C2

69.0

6.54

9.48

K Johnstone

69.0

4.06

5.88

Michael Powe Audi

69.0

2.86

4.14

J Pooley

Macan 3lt S

69.0

2.18

3.16

A Forbes

BoxsterS

69.0

4.96

7.19

C McGregor

997

69.0

8.50

12.32

Todd Kovacic

944

69.0

10.10

14.64

996 GT3RS

used ltr's 100kms
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The Annual General Meeting itself was a
slightly sad occasion with John Pooley
formally announcing that he was stepping
down after many years at the helm, and
delivering his final President’s report
(page 11).

The transition meeting from the 2017/18 Executive to the new 2018/19 Executive was ably
chaired by Chris McGregor until newly elected
President Kevin Lyons took the chair.

After which it became time for all and sundry who took part in the economy run to
collect their bottles of fine Pooley wine
and fervently hope that it will still be on
offer in 2019!
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SOUTHERN SUNDAY DRIVE

Drive to Frogmore Creek Winery (with Autoclassic members).

16 September

Photos : Paul Tucker
Please don’t park in the vineyards
unless you absolutely have to.

Now where did that big German
saloon come from?

The Tasmanian countryside is not covered in
four lane highways everywhere.

Some of the best cuisine you will find
anywhere.
Ask ‘Google” if you don’t believe us.
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DESIGN ORIGINS OF THE 911
CHAPTER II

By Andrew Forbes

In the last issue of Flat Chat we looked at the origins of the 911 from the 356 prototypes
to the 901 that was quickly renamed the 911.

The article finished with… “So how did this elegant design, now so highly prized (and
priced) by collectors, evolve into the muscular “Poster-boy” 911, the 930 Turbo of 1975?”
Here’s how…
Each of the major components of the 911, engine, transmission, suspension and body all
underwent significant change over the first decade of its life, but not simultaneously.
Changes were made to one component and if successful were adopted, which would
then demand a change in another. We will start with the engine.
Engine:
In its final phase of development in 1965, the 356C was powered by a 1600cc engine,
although in 1961 Porsche had developed a four cylinder, four-cam, two litre engine for the
Carrera 2. This was, however, a thoroughbred racing engine, too complex and expensive
to produce and maintain in large numbers. It proved though, that Ernst Fuhrmann was a
brilliant designer and in due course, would lead the development of a more tractable, less
costly engine for the 911.
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The target output was 130 hp, and this could be achieved more economically with a six
cylinder, twin cam, two litre pushrod engine, the Type 745. The other requirement, low
noise was, however, not met, and the 745 quickly became nicknamed “the threshing machine”.
Pushrods were therefore abandoned and Hans Metzger was borrowed from the racing
engine department and assigned to the development of a DOHC engine whose camshafts were chain-driven (rubber timing belts were not considered reliable enough at this
early stage of their development). This, the Type 821, also had main bearings on each
side of each connecting rod, greatly reducing distortion and vibration of the crankshaft.
The next major advance was to incorporate, at Ferry Porsche’s insistence, dry sump lubrication to obviate the need for a deep sump originally used to reduce oil starvation induced by hard cornering. At this stage, the engine was designated Type 901. It used individual cylinders and cylinder heads, with pistons made by Mahle, a supplier used by
Porsche for many years from 1963 onwards.
Cast iron cylinder liners were used initially, to be replaced in the 1970s by aluminium cylinders containing 17% silicon, etched to expose the silicon. Nikasil cylinders have been
used in production Porsches from 1973 to the present day.

Cylinder heads were pressure cast from exceptionally high-grade AlCuNiMg alloy until
the turbo was introduced, necessitating a change to AlCuNiCoSbZr alloy to cope with
higher thermal loads.
Up though 1969, the pressure die-cast (split) crankcase was made of magnesium, but
from 1970, aluminium alloy was used for its increased strength. Crankshafts were always
forged, firstly without counterweights, but later with one, then two counterweights per cylinder.
Connecting rods were, from the beginning, forged steel, with changes in bearing diameter
and length keeping pace with changes in bore and stroke as displacement increased
from the original two litres to three litres by 1976.
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The first ten years (1964-1973) of engine development saw significant increases in power
and torque, despite having to meet California emission standards, through the introduction of mechanical fuel injection and thermal reactors (“afterburners”). The second decade (1974-1984) brought with it Bosch’s K-Jetronic electronic fuel injection. Lower specific output resulted from even higher emission standards compounded by demand for
more fuel efficient engines (remember the 70’s oil crisis?), so Porsche compensated by
increasing displacement to 3 litres and adding catalytic converters.
In 1972, despite market uncertainty, Porsche took the bold step in applying its extensive
knowledge of turbo charging racing engines to the development of a road-going turbo
model, the 930 Turbo. As Porsche’s flagship model, launched in 1974, it was a runaway
success, demand quickly exceeding supply of the originally planned production run of
400 cars.

Spot the Turbocharger!
Transmission:
A distinguishing feature of Porsche transmissions from 1952 to 1988 is Porsche’s patented synchromesh system, based on “a slotted synchro ring with spring type action” and
“shift collars whose teeth also serve as friction surfaces during the synchronisatio n process”. At the time, this system allowed faster shifts than rival systems, with greater reliability, so with correct clutch operation, it was designed to last the life of the car.
The 901 transmission, more correctly termed a transaxle because it incorporates a differential drive to the rear axles, was built in 4 and 5 speed versions. Most customers opted
for five forward gears.
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From 1972 to 1986 the 901 was replaced by the Type 915 transmission in response to
the increased torque of the 2.4 litre engine. It was reinforced throughout with greatly improved bearings for input and output shafts, and strengthened and improved Porsche
synchromesh. New pull-actuated clutch release bearing and provision for a transmission
oil pump completed the picture. A changed shift pattern placed 1 st and reverse gears diagonally opposite, meaning that “rocking” the car to gain starting traction in slippery conditions was rather awkward.
A “helper” spring was introduced in 1977 to reduce cable-actuated clutch pedal effort, until superseded by a hydraulic actuation system. As an aside, this writer once bought an
80’s 911, whose clutch occasionally baulked during the pre-purchase test. The seller revealed that he knew of this, saying “Oh, it might need a new clutch”, so discounted the
asking price by the cost of having a new clutch installed. The deal was done, and the
new owner (yours truly) happily found later that the problem was simply caused by a broken helper spring, a $30 part!
The increased torque of the 930 Turbo engine required a redesign of the 915 transmission. There was no room for a fifth speed, but the gears for the remaining four speeds
were once again reinforced and made easier to change for racing applications.
Porsche synchromesh was also redesigned to allow smooth shifts at higher revs. A ZF
clutch-type limited slip differential was an option.
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The Sportomatic transmission deserves mention, if only because it illustrates Porsche’s
desire to respond to North American market demands.
Most American cars were (and still are) delivered with fully automatic transmissions using
fluid torque converters, and many younger Americans (potential Porsche buyers) could
not operate a manual gearbox. They had learned to drive on cars equipped with automatic transmissions, so there was a market for a sports car (other than a Corvette) with
an automatic gearbox.
Porsche responded by introducing the Type 905 semi-automatic Sportomatic, which responded to a slight touch of the gear lever from Park to Low, Drive or Reverse. It was not
met with universal applause, but it did attract new customers to Porsche who would otherwise have not been able to experience a genuine sports car. In 1971, those who
elected the Sportomatic option had to pay an extra $315 for the privilege! A second generation strengthened Sportomatic Type 925 was introduced in 1973 to match the higher
torque 2.7 litre engines.

Suspension:
It was obvious to the team assigned to develop the suspension for the 911 that
McPherson Struts would satisfy the demand
for more room in the front boot than the 356
had enjoyed, together with space saving longitudinal torsion bars in place of conventional coil springs.
The addition of a transverse stabiliser bar
completed the design.
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Early tests proved that the system worked and would be maintenance free with permanently lubricated joints.
The rear suspension was not arrived at as quickly. Various designs were considered,
and prototype number 1 ran with 356 B swing axles, torsion bars and camber compensating springs. Another candidate was the complex suspension of the Type 718 Spyder, independent suspension and coil springs. But, Ferry Porsche eventually decided that the
new car deserved its own special rear suspension, as he had decreed for the front. By
dint of some clever geometry of the trailing A-arms, and robust torsion bars, the target
camber of 1 degree did not change appreciably over the range of suspension travel, thus
keeping the tyre contact relatively flat even under hard cornering.
The lack of adjustment of the front suspension did, however, cause some headaches for
the design engineers. Production tolerances needed to be extremely tight to achieve the
negative 30 minutes camber. The first twelve cars off the production line were carefully
checked and found to be highly variable, and considerably out of tolerance. The upper
mounting points had to be moved from 35 to 8.3 mm. The caster angles were even
worse, requiring mounting point corrections of up to 17.5 mm. Clearly unacceptable, and
after Ferry Porsche made his first cross country trip in a pre-production 911, he complained of unsatisfactory straight line stability

Suspension engineer Helmuth Bott immediately installed adjustable suspension pickup
points, which after another lengthy test drive, satisfied Ferry Porsche. This became the
first modification to the initial front suspension design.
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A fundamental handling problem persisted for some time due to the positioning of the engine, like the 356, at the rear. This rear weight bias of course gave great traction under
straight line acceleration, but with relatively narrow 4 ½” wheels, sudden oversteer occurred in hard cornering, especially in wet conditions or throttle lift mid-corner. This tendency was reduced in the early years by introducing stabiliser (anti-roll) bars first to the
front and then the rear, wider wheels and better tyre compounds. Adjustable suspension,
particularly in the front, helped keep the 911 pointed in the right direction under all but extreme steering and throttle input. An almost constant evolution of suspension components for two decades has seen the handling of the 911 improve dramatically. The fundamentals remained the same, but refinements in dimensions, materials (alloy vs steel),
and adjustable settings all contributed to greater predictability, stability and tractability.
A unique feature, closely related to the suspension was Porsche’s centring of the pinion for the rack and pinion steering with its
double universal jointed offset three piece
steering column. This meant that if a severe
frontal impact unfortunately occurred, the
steering column would fold and collapse
rather than spear into the driver’s chest.
Designed-in safety! This also meant that
the complete steering rack and column assembly could be used for both left and right
hand drive vehicles – a considerable saving
in production costs.
Body:
As with engine, transmission and suspension, the body of the 911 has evolved to accommodate changes in one or more of its major components. The reason that the silhouette
of the 911 appears timeless is that it hasn’t been “messed with”. It has grown a little here
and there in length and width, and some features like the impact bumpers of the mid-70’s
and 80’s have had to be accommodated to meet regulatory requirements, but if one has
to choose a word to describe the consistency of 911 design, it would be “integration”.
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And, if one has to choose one moment in the evolution of the 911 that epitomises its design, engineering and performance, it would be the Carrera RS 2.7, introduced at the
Paris Salon in October 1972. We all know that this is THE classic Porsche to have in
one’s garage, but why? What’s so special?
Firstly, perhaps subjectively because it relates to “beauty being in the eye of the beholder”, it is visually very attractive. It wears a couple of obvious aerodynamic appendages, a ducktail spoiler (hardly subtle) slightly flared guards and a front air dam. But
these are smooth and pleasing to the eye, unlike the ridiculously complex pointy segmented front wingy-thingies that now adorn F1 cars. They offer considerable functional
advantages in keeping the car on the road, while remaining simple additions to an already beautifully balanced, clean, pure 911 body design. They subtly remind us that the
Carrera RS means business, reflecting Porsche’s underlying philosophy of bringing racelike performance to the road in a practical, comfortable, safe yet exhilarating ride. And
the sound? Well, it’s been said that a 2.7 litre flat six at 7200 rpm is music at its best! It
was developed from the 190 hp 2.4 litre engine to yield 210 hp, only 10% increase, but it
demonstrates that power alone is not the answer, it’s power to weight ratio that decides
who has the racing advantage, who gets to the next corner first, goes round it the
smoothest and who accelerates away the quickest. I think it was Colin Chapman who
said, “to go faster, add lightness”. He must have listened closely to Ferry Porsche!
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Customer’s orders for the 2.7 RS varied according to their needs and desires. Not every
one of the 1 580 examples built went to a racing enthusiast. Not every one was Grand
Prix white (with blue green or red trim), 296 were light yellow, some were the Sport version (added “lightness”), 1 308 were the Touring version. But they were all a very desirable special Porsche. This description still holds true today.
This brings us to the final model covered in this chapter, the 930 Turbo.
If you want an iconic Porsche at far less than the eye-watering prices now fetched by 2.7
RS’s, consider the 930 Turbo. Of all the early models produced by Porsche, how did the
Turbo become legendary?
The answer lies in Porsche’s willingness, as a relatively small manufacturer of sports
cars, to take risks to satisfy particular segments of the market. Porsche didn’t develop
the 930 Turbo to convert every existing Porsche owner to a more powerful car. It recognised that there were, in 1974, among the thousands of customers who devotedly followed the factory’s racing successes with the Type 917 Can-Am cars, perhaps 500 who
might buy a turbocharged road car. But, the 917’s were truly exotic, complex, and therefore very costly cars to develop, run, maintain and campaign. 1200 hp was routinely
achieved from their twelve cylinder engines, far too much for a road car, and power delivery was very non-linear. To be capable of being driven in city traffic as well as on autobahns, a turbocharged 911 would have to respond progressively to throttle input and
revs, not with the all-or-nothing boost of the racing engines.
When Ernst Fuhrmann assumed the Porsche reins, the factory racing program was highly
specialised and bore little resemblance to its road cars. The massive success of the turbocharged racing cars proved that Porsche designers and engineers were without peer,
but at what cost? Porsche could not have mounted such an expensive program without
substantial Martini sponsorship. In Fuhrmann’s view, the gap between Porsches racing
cars and the 911 had grown too far, and what was needed was a racing car that resembled the road car. If customers could afford to buy and campaign a turbocharged racing
car, which was also available in a somewhat more comfortable version for road use, then
the Porsche brand would benefit at the customer’s cost, not the factory’s.
Easier said than done, though. From all they had learned about turbocharging racing engines, only the technology to generate compressed air was applicable to a 911 engine.
Regulating the amount of power produced was still a problem. Porsche engineers visited
Garrett in the US, Bosch in Stuttgart and Eberspacher in Esslingen, seeking a solution.
Finally though, they settled on a less well known company, Kuhnle, Kopp & Kausch
(KKK) in Frankenthal. To regulate the boost pressure, and have full pressure available
as quickly as possible, but not over-pressure at smaller throttle openings, Porsche and
KKK jointly developed a special valve on the exhaust gas side of the turbine, called a
wastegate. It opened to dump excess exhaust gas pressure when not needed, and
closed to deliver full pressure when throttle opening demanded it.
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Lubricating the turbine bearings proved a problem early on, as excess oil pooled in the
turbocharger because of its position lower than the engine oil reservoir. An additional
scavenge pump solved this, but then, the extremely high inlet temperatures (900 C),
meant that new materials, seals and bearings had to be developed to withstand this heat,
all in the somewhat cramped engine compartment of a 911.
To enter even a single turbocharged 911 in production-based racing, 500 units were required to be built to meet the homologation rules. In 1973, Porsche decided to produce
the required number of cars, most of which would ultimately be equipped with normal trim
and accessories as road cars, but a smaller number would be stripped out versions for
racing. Thus the Type 930 was born. The Weissach facility, well accustomed to building
small runs of racing cars was where this first run of specialised intake systems for the 930
Turbo’s were built. The broad flared wings were welded on by hand as re-tooling to produce complete pressed panels would have been far too costly for the limited number of
the first run of 500. Remarkably, the development of Porsche’s most powerful road car to
date, was done in very short timeframe, against a background of dire predictions of world
petrol shortages and financial pains within the company.
As with the 2.7 RS, the 930 Turbo
looked fast, straight off the showroom floor. It came equipped with
updated versions of the 2.7’s ducktail, now dubbed a “whale tail” and
a rubber lip or splitter extending
the front air dam even lower. The
fender flares, both front and rear,
covered wider wheels all round,
distinguishing it from its sibling
911’s.
At the Paris Salon in 1974, the three litre Turbo was launched and quickly saw orders exceeding the first production run of 500. A second run of 500 cars was also sold as fast as
they could be produced. Porsche had taken a risk with the Turbo, but as 1975 ushered in
an economic upturn, the company’ goose had truly laid a golden egg.
Andrew Forbes
Further Reading:
Aichele, Tobias, Porsche 911: Forever Young, Translated by Peter Albrecht, 1995, Beeman Jorgensen Inc.
Auto Editors of Consumer Guide, Porsche Chronicle, 1995, Publications International Ltd.
Frere, Paul, Porsche 911 Story, 3rd Edition, 1984, Patrick Stephens Ltd.
Ludvigsen, Karl, Porsche: Excellence Was Expected, The Complete History of the Sports
and Racing Cars, 1st Edition, 1977, Automobile Quarterly Publications Inc.
Wood, Jonathan, Porsche: The Legend, 1997, Paragon Publishing Ltd.
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‘DIYP’ CARRERA 3.2 ENGINE REBUILD
by Andrew Forbes
PART 1
It started like so many ‘DIYP’ (Do It Yourself Porsche) projects do, as a simple idea. My
3.2 litre Carrera engine was built to US specs and delivered to Texas in 1984. I bought it
in California in 1995 while working there for a couple of years, and subsequently shipped
it home. DIYP Conversion from left to right hand drive followed, but the engine remained
untouched apart from routine maintenance. The US spec compression ratio is 9.5:1, producing 207 hp, while the European spec is 10.3:1, producing 231 hp. Not a big difference
on the face of it, but I’ve always believed that it should be given the benefit of that extra
bit of European performance that its Australian delivered siblings also enjoy.
A few years ago I found a brand new set of Euro-spec pistons and rings at a good price
and bought them, thinking “I’ll install them when I get a bit of spare time”. Well, early in
2017, a spare time window opened, and after reading many accounts of “how to do it
yourself” and digesting the detailed instructions in my Factory Service Manual (Bentley
Publishers), I plucked up the courage to start.
First step was to remove the engine and gearbox from the car. Only four mounting bolts
actually attach it to the car, but there are many electrical, fuel and oil connections to undo
first. In due course (euphemism for a good while later) it was carefully lowered from the
car.

With it out, and the gearbox separated from the
engine, I bolted it to an engine stand and rolled it
into the workshop area. So far, so good.
In order to get at the heads and beneath them, the pistons, several sub-systems had to
be removed:
Cooling fan and alternator
Fuel metering and injection
Intake manifolds
Exhaust manifolds
Various oil plumbing and wiring harness bits
Clutch and flywheel
Camshafts and rockers
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There are many other fiddly bits to undo, which I
won’t cover here, as this isn’t meant to be a step by
step guide - you can find that elsewhere.
But what I want to give you is the flavour of what started as such a simple project, and
developed into something much more complex, with “interesting” moments along the
way. One of the challenges of taking something complex apart is that you must remember where every nut, bolt and washer, every electrical, air, fuel and oil connection is
made. I used to take copious notes, make drawings, bag all small parts and label connections, but the smartphone’s camera has now become a most valuable virtual notebook . As each part was removed or disassembled, I took a photo. Colour, orientation
and position were all recorded faithfully by my iPhone. Just as well, because 7 months
elapsed between disassembly and re-assembly, and my memory of which bit goes where
often required some photographic help.
Most of the seven sub-system listed above were straightforward to remove, simply unbolting or unscrewing components, but in order to remove the camshafts and rockers, the
large nut on the end of each camshaft that holds the timing chain sprocket to the shaft,
has to be undone (120 Nm torque).
If you just heave on this with a long breaker bar and socket, the camshaft will turn and so
will the whole engine. Clearly you need something to prevent the timing chain sprocket
from moving while you undo the nut. This is a challenge for the home mechanic, but Porsche will gladly sell you a special tool at considerable cost. It is possible to shock the nut
loose by applying an industrial strength air wrench to it, but not many of us have one
hanging around our workshop.
So I bought a general purpose pin wrench, modified to hold the sprocket while undoing
the nut. This proved a little tricky but effective. At the reassembly stage where the tightening torque is critical, I was not happy with applying this technique, so you’ll see my solution later.
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The rockers come out one by one and the service manual stresses that they must be kept
in their original order, so these were carefully set aside on a labelled card.

Next the camshafts, timing chains and tensioners were removed, followed by the camshaft
carrier, exposing the heads.
The individual heads were labelled, removed
and set aside in order, giving the first view of
the pistons. These were a bit crusty from
139,000 km of hard work, but since they were
to be replaced by shiny new ones, I didn’t have
to de-coke them.
Removing the cylinders, like the heads, one by one is easy, as they just slide up the long
studs and off the pistons. To remove each piston you simply have to pick the springy circlip out of its groove, thus allowing the wrist pin to be tapped out. This went well until…
oops! One of the clips sprang out when released from its groove and disappeared somewhere into the engine case. I now know that I should have stuffed rags into all open apertures in the engine to prevent this, but isn’t hindsight wonderful! I looked into all the
nooks and crannies around and beneath the crankshaft, oil pump and oil passages, but
many corners remained impossible to examine. No luck, not even a magnet-on-a-stick or
a tiny flexible video camera wand were able to find it. Annoyed but not defeated, I realised I would have to split the case to properly expose the innards where somewhere I
should find the missing circlip.
Here’s where the project got more complicated. The Service Manual doesn’t give much
guidance on how to separate the two halves of the engine case, except to undo every nut
in sight. It looks straightforward after undoing all 36 peripheral nuts and 12 through-case
rod bolts, but something that has been firmly bolted together for 139,000 km and is designed not to leak a drop of oil, does not give up its tenacious hold on its other half easily.
Still, with some (brave) wooden mallet tapping and persuasion (no screwdrivers or pointy
things!), and the odd prayer, the two halves popped apart.
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Phew! Now I could search fully and properly, but to no avail. Not a spring circlip in sight.
Looking on the bright side, I could confidently reassemble the case with new Loctite 574
sealant (the magic orange stuff specified by the factory), and replace all o-rings, seals
and gaskets after cleaning every component thoroughly and lubricating all rotating surfaces. The good news also was that the camshaft and crankshaft bearings were all in
excellent condition.

Stay tuned for Part 2 of this story, because when reassembling the engine you have to
get everything right, or it won’t start or run properly or worse still, it will break something
internally and you’ll have to take it to Nino and confess your sins.
Andrew Forbes
POOLEY WINES FLAT CHAT CONTRIBUTOR AWARD
We are very pleased to announce that Pooley Wines has offered to provide a prize of a
bottle of Award Winning Pooley wine to the “Flat Chat” contributor whose letter, article or
photograph is regarded as the best contribution received in every issue of “Flat Chat”.
Adjudication will be done by the Club President and the Editor.
Our winner in the July 2018 issue was Andrew Forbes for his fascinating article
about the origins and history of the very first Porsche sports cars.
The winner of a the Pooley Wines prize in this issue is again Andrew Forbes for
continuing the history and origins of Porsche sports cars in this, the 70th birthday
year of the founding of the marque, with the design and birth of the 911.
Thank you, and congratulations.
Please contact John Pooley to arrange to collect your prize.
Editor’s Footnote: Dr Forbes’ summary of the history of the Porsche 911 is so well
written that every owner, past, present or future, of a 911 should regard it as compulsory reading.
With Andrew’s permission I have therefore combined the two chapters in a .pdf
document available free of charge from the myself or the PCT Website.
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SO CLOSE, YET SO FAR!
By Bruce Smart
Here I was, standing amongst Porsche Royalty. And I didn't know it.
While on a recent European tour, including Salzburg, Austria on the 31st of May, our tour
bus encountered some closed roads. Our tour guide remarked that it was due to some
sort of "Vintage Car Rally" taking place that day.
Later we came across a town square, where we discovered a display of these "Vintage
Cars". There was a mouth-watering display of exotic road cars and racing cars, including
a well-appointed display from the Porsche Club Salzburg. The Porsche Club display included VIP areas, catering, hostesses etc etc. and there were a couple of importantlooking gentlemen signing autographs.
Cars included a rare 904 Carrera GTS, plus a Police 911.

Unfortunately, being on an organised tour, I had to meet a bus, and didn't have time to
stop and chat, or have a good look around. But I managed to get a few photos though.
Subsequent Google research when I returned home indicated the "important-looking gentlemen signing autographs" included the patron of Porsche Club Tasmania, Klaus
Bischof, as well as two grandsons of Ferdinand Porsche himself. And I was completely
unaware that I was in their presence.
As I later found out, the event was an annual regularity run for historic cars, called
"Gaisbergrennen", commemorating races at an old racetrack called Gaisberg. It included
events in the "Old Town" (City Grand Prix of Salzburg) and on the Salzburgring, for historic touring cars, racing cars and sports cars in various age classes. Over 150 cars were
entered for the event.
After our tour group left Salzburg, apparentlty the cars did several laps of a course
around the old part of the city. How good would it have been to witness that?
Oh well!
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Here is some information on two of the cars present :1) Porsche 904 Carrera GTS.
I wondered, was this an original or a replica?
A sticker on the side said "Hans-Peter Porsche
Traumwerk". Mr. Google indicated this is a toy
museum and Porsche collection in Germany.
Hans-Peter Porsche is a son of Ferry Porsche,
grandson of Ferdinand. So presumably the car is
an original. Wikipedia indicates 106 were built in
the mid-sixties, for racing and road use. They
seem to be currently valued at over 2 million dollars.
2) Police 911 (Number plate surround indicated Porsche Museum Austria)
From the PORSCHEMUSEUM.AT website :- (this is a direct English translation from
Google. The wording sounds funny, but it seems that the crooks were afraid of it)
"POLICE PORSCHE CARRERA, which Porsche Austria
equipped and provided on a trial basis for the police,
had raked off nearly 50,000 km from May to October
2006. During this period, many Rasern were taught to
be afraid. However, there was a shortcoming. Police
drove the EURO 95,000 expensive vehicle patrol, could
not transport the need to shut off traffic areas pylons for
lack of space nor caught Alko - handlebars take. Moreover, the sports coupe was too expensive for the Interior
Ministry.
The much-discussed, unique POLIZEI PORSCHE is bought by the Pfeifhofer family. He
finds next-generation companions - a new home in the PORSCHE AUTOMUSEUM
PFEIFHOFER in Gmünd."
Also on display was Jack Brabham's 1959 Formula One Championship winning Cooper
T51, 2500cc.
Maybe next time, I will travel as an individual.
Bruce Smart
References Event Details - Salzburg Rallye Club http://www.src.co.at/gaisbergrennen-2018/
Entry List http://www.src.co.at/wp-content/uploads/gaisberg2018/Teilnehmer-2018.pdf
Media Reports http://www.salzburg24.at/gaisbergrennen-oldtimer-in-der-stadt-salzburg-
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FIA WORLD ENDURANCE CHAMPIONSHIP GT UPDATE
Silverstone 6-Hours: 19 August 2018.
The Silverstone 6-Hours provided very exciting racing in the GT categories but may best
be remembered for the fact that the works Toyota LMP1 cars were excluded for technical
violations of the rules, after finishing an expected 1st and 2nd overall. Outright victory
therefore went to the Rebellion R13 Gibson of Beche/Laurent/Menezes.
This is how the race unfolded in the GT categories: Report by Motorsport.com.
GT-Pro
Ferrari scored its first win of the season in the GTE Pro category, with the #51 duo of
Alessandro Pier Guidi and James Calado taking a comfortable victory.
Ford assumed control of the race in the second hour after the chaotic start shuffled the
order, but the #66 car of Olivier Pla and Stefan Mucke dropped out of the lead fight when
it had to change a left-side door.
Teammates Harry Tincknell and Andy Priaulx looked well-set for victory until the mid-race
safety car period, when they were jumped by the #51 Ferrari, and then lost further ground
when they pitted immediately prior to a full-course yellow period in hour five.
Calado and Pier Guidi benefitted from that to assume the lead in the penultimate hour,
ahead of the two Porsches, ultimately finishing 14 seconds up on the #91 machine
shared by Gianmaria Bruni and Richard Lietz.
Tincknell managed to force his way past Michael Christensen’s #92 Porsche in the final
hour at Stowe and Vale to take the final podium spot in the #67 Ford, 35 seconds back
from the winning Ferrari.
Aston Martin was fifth with the #97 Vantage GTE shared by Alex Lynn and Maxime Martin, with the British marque failing to replicate its improved one-lap pace in the race. The
sister #95 car dropped out with gear selection issues.
The leading BMW was sixth, the #81 M8 GTE of Martin Tomczyk and Nicky Catsburg,
with the sister car suffering a mechanical failure that caused Antonio Felix da Costa’s
cockpit to fill up with smoke and forced retirement.
GT-Am
In GTE Am, victory went to the #77 Proton Porsche shared by Le Mans class winners
Christian Ried, Matt Campbell and Julien Andlauer.
The Project 1 Porsche and TF Sport Aston Martin teams were locked in battle for a large
part of the race, with TF gaining the upper hand when on-loan factory Aston man Jonathan Adam took over the #90 car in the second part of the race.
However, both the leading squads were forced to serve 75-second stop-and-go penalties
for pitting under the safety car, relegating Adam and teammates Salih Yoluc and Charlie
Eastwood to a distant second, 46 seconds down at the finish.
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#77 Proton Competition Porsche 911 RSR: Christian Ried, Julien Andlauer, Matt
Campbell.
Photo by: Paul Foster
After the Silverstone 6-Hours , the 3rd round in the 2018/19 FIA WEC Championship,
the GT Manufacturer’s Championship standings are as follows:
Porsche
Ford
Ferrari
Aston Martin
BMW

117 points
77
71
46
27

There are still 5 of the 8 championship rounds left, with the next race the 6 Hours of Fuji
on 14 October.
*******
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NEW PORSCHE MACAN

The new Porsche Macan will have been revealed at the Paris Motor Show by the time
that you read this and is due in Australia next year.
It is an interim update until a completely new model arrives in about 3-years time and
given its runaway sales success there was not much point in fixing something that is not
broken. Changes are therefore restrained.
The existing turbocharged 3.0-litre and 3.6-litre V6 petrol engines will be replaced by
more advanced 2.9-litre and 3.0 units.
In 3.0-litre form running a compression ratio of 11.2:1, the new V6 delivers 325bhp and
332lb ft of torque in the entry-level Panamera. This is 10bhp and 7lb ft less than the least
powerful version of the outgoing 3.0-litre engine, which serves up 335bhp and 339lb ft in
the existing Macan S. But with altered software liberating added turbocharger boost pressure, the same unit kicks out 349bhp and 369lb ft in the latest Audi S4 and S5.
All diesel engines have been dropped.
A petrol-electric version running the same drivetrain used by the Panamera 4 E-Hybrid
will use the new turbocharged 3.0-litre V6 petrol engine in combination with an electric
motor to provide a combined system output of 456bhp and 516lb ft of torque.
Interior changes should include improved switchgear and larger infotainment screens,
while external changes are limited to minor alterations in the design of lights and reflectors.
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NEW 911 CARRERA

By now there have been numerous photographs of the new 911 Carrera with its deployable “ducktail” rear wing and Panamera-like rear end styling. By all accounts a very good
looking car. It will also make its public debut at the Paris Auto Salon this week.
The photographs above come from CAR magazine and no doubt its well connected German correspondent, George Kacher, will be one of the first motoring journalists to be invited to sample the new model.
Look out for it on your local news stands.
The interior will get more electronic updates with digital instrumentation, and Carrera and
Carrera S models will both get a 30 bhp power boost. An 8-speed PDK is also expected.
******
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WHAT BUTZI THINKS
Dear Porsche friends.
So now you also know that our new electric Porsche sports car, which you can buy next
year, will be called “Taycan”.
They tell me ‘Taycan” refers to a “lively young horse”.
Maybe (I think) this name was made by the advertising and sales people who are very
clever but wear pointy shoes and don’t shave properly. Which I don’t like.
I don’t think a “lively young horse” is the right thing for Porsche.
Ferrari from Italy has a horse, and it’s not much good. We usually beat them in sports car
racing.
I like more what one of the young engineers at Weissach said to me: “Herr Butzi”, he
said, “in engineering we like the name Taycan because it sounds like “Taekwon”.
“Taykon what?” I said.
“Teakwon do”. ‘Do’ means ‘discipline’ in Korean, and ‘Taekwon’ is a deadly martial art for
using your hands (kwon) to stomp or trample (tae) any opposition.”
“That is what our Porsche Taycan will do.”
“It will have excellent discipline, have 600 ps of muscle, have a honed athletic body, and
move and punch like a deadly black belt fighter.”
“Herr Butzi, I promise you it will be much, much more exciting than a lively young horse”.
I am much more happy to hear that.
It comes from the engineers that I always trust more than sales people.
No matter what people with pointy shoes try to tell you, we who really know Porsche also
know that the cars that our engineers design and build will always be of the very best in
the world
My old friend Edzard Reuter of Daimler Benz once said: “We should always be building
the cars that people want, and not the cars that we think they should have”.
At Porsche, that is exactly what we will always do.
I promise you that.

freundliche Grüße
Butzi
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